“WHENEVER, WHEREVER”

ALBUM: “Laundry Service” by Shakira

CHOREO: Kelli McChesney

INTRO: Wait (12) Beats of the slow music / Start with LEFT foot

==================================================================

SEQUENCE: Wait 12, BR, A, B, CH, BR, C, A, B, CH, BR, B*, CH, CH, BR.

==================================================================

BREAK: (16 BEATS)

(2) “TRIPLE TWIST” --- DS DS(IF) DBL-TW(L)-TW(R)-LIFT(turn ¼ right)
L  R  L  BOTH  BOTH  R
DS DS DS RS (turn ¼ right)
R  L  R  LR

PART A: (32 BEATS)

(1) “HIGH HORSE” --- STO DBL(X) DBL(O) RS T/SL DS DS RS
L  R  R  RL R R  L  R  LR
(1) "WALK THE DOG" --- DS DS HEEL* HEEL* RS (turn ½ left)
L  R  L  R  LR
(1) "FANCY DOUBLE" --- DS DS RS RS
L  R  LR  LR
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

PART B: (16 BEATS)

(2) “TOE STEP BASIC” --- DS TOE(IF)-STEP(IF) DS RS
L  R  R  L  RL
(1) “ROCKING CHAIR” --- DS BR(UP) DS RS
L  R  R  LR
(1) “OVER THE LOG” --- STEP(fwd) STEP(fwd) BA(B) BA(B) *clap*
L  R  L  R  (hands)
1  2  &  3  4

CHORUS: (32 BEATS)

(1) "FLARE" --- DS DBL(O) RS DBL(O) RS DS DS RS
L  R  RL R  RL R  L  RL
(1) “DOUBLE UP” --- DS DBL(UP) ROCK-HEEL* RS
R  L  L  R  LR
(2) “BASICS” --- DS RS DS RS (turn ½ left)
L  RL R  LR
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

PART B*: (36 BEATS)

(2) “TOE STEP BASIC” (alternate feet)
(2) “ROCKING CHAIRS” (turn ½ left on each)
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS
(4) “DS"
“WHENEVER, WHEREVER” (CONT’D)

PART C: (4 BEATS)

(2) “SALSA BASICS”

--- ROCK(O) STEP(in place) STEP(TOG)
L R L
1 & 2

ROCK(O) STEP(in place) STEP(TOG)
R L R
3 & 4

ABBREVIATIONS:

DS – double step  BA – ball
DBL – double  IF – in front
TW – twist  X – across
RS – rock step  O – out
STO – stomp  B – back
T/SL – toe/slide  TOG – together
BR – brush

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
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